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a n  a d v e n t u r e  i n  e l e g a n c e

The winds of change are blowing. 

Spring brings with it the arrival of Scabal’s spirited

 collection of reinvented Savile Row staples. 

Spring is a season to travel, too, so an injection 

of jetset joie de vivre into such time-honoured classics makes for a measured and 

metropolitan warm-season wardrobe. The result is a range of go-to garments 

for the modern globetrotting gentleman. With a distinctive twist of homemade 

heritage, they are as fitting for the French Riviera as for seasonal house and 

garden celebrations in the English countryside. 

While a series of refinements and refreshments has been made across the range, 

Scabal’s mission remains the same: to deliver the finest cloth woven – as it always 

has been – in our historic Yorkshire mill. 

We welcome 2017, a new year and a time of reinvention. 

This first collection will offer all the assurance needed to see the coming seasons 

through in style.
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As one of Scabal’s perennially popular bunches, we are proud to bring you the 

re-invigorated Cashmere Cotton. Divided into five parts containing ultra-soft 

blends of cashmere and cotton, as well as pure cotton and heavy Gabardine, 

there is something for everyone in this colourful bunch.

The first part consists of a selection of 290g blends of cotton and cashmere in 

pastel shades, wine red, earthy brown, deep black and a range of blues. Next up 

is a colourful pure cotton quality, with a denim effect in orange, candy red and 

cornflower blue, perfect for a statement blazer. After this, a 220g pure cotton 

satin weave is available in a rainbow of colours, with light pastels, rich reds, dark 

blues and a gamut of greens.

Rounding off this exceptional selection are two pure cotton Gabardines, crafted 

in both a fine 260g and traditional heavy-weight 300g. These can be taken in 

more subdued shades, including creamy pastels, navy, and black. This collection 

is ideal for the man who wishes to make a modern statement, without forgetting 

the raw appeal of traditional luxury cloth.

Cashmere Cotton

95%COT TON – 5%CASHMERE

290GR .  N°501291-501300

100% COT TON

280GR .  N°501301-501307

220GR .  N°501308-501327

260GR .  N°501328-501334

300GR .  N°501335-501343

501302

501305

501303

501306

501304

501307

SPECIAL SELEC TION

Cashmere Cotton — N° 501306
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Sovereign amongst Scabal’s suitings this season is The Royal, a selection of 

280g twills woven in 100% Super 100’s wool fibres. With 76 cloths that are not 

only easy-to-tailor, but also suitable through all four seasons, The Royal gives a 

superior drape to finished garments.

The large variety of elegant and classic designs, depicted mostly in blues, greys 

and blacks with some tastefully contrasting colour, provide ample inspiration for 

any occasion. Pinstripes, deep plains and overchecks perfect for the office, while 

micro-designs and textured jacquard weaves bring an air of subtle sophistication 

to formal wear. This quality’s regal refinement and understated grace makes it 

easy to see why Scabal has been the choice of kings for nearly a century.

Super 100’s

The Royal 

100% WOOL

280GR .  N°  704361-704436

EXCLUSIVELY BY SCABAL

704361

704364

704362

704365

704363

704366

The Royal — N° 704361
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Crafted with the utmost at Scabal’s heritage English mill, Londoner is a debonair 

and metropolitan collection of 83 suitings inspired by Britain’s stylish capital. 

Woven in the finest Super 140’s wool, this cloth possesses an exquisite handle 

and drape, with a light weight of 250g that accommodates the increasingly fast 

pace of urban living.

The collection is composed of a multitude of classic designs updated to meet the 

demands of modern tailoring, with a host of cloths ideal for both a bold business 

look or playful leisure-time attire.

When it comes to designs, detailed window-pane checks and contrasting feature 

stripes can be found in bases of blue, grey, and brown, while shadow stripes, 

micro-designs, plains and melanges can be taken in a variety of dark and pastel 

shades. This collection is one for the man about town, who has one eye on 

the past with another squarely on the future and whose clothes portray his 

personality, as well as his ambition.

Super 140’s

Londoner

100% WOOL

250GR .  N°  753241  -  753323

753256 753257 753258

MADE IN ENGLAND

Londoner — N° 753293
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Just one glimpse of Scabal’s brand new Super 180’s Obsession is enough to 

infatuate the most modest of gentlemen. Woven at our heritage mill in England 

by our master-craftsmen, this 240g twill is composed of truly superior from the 

exclusive Scabal Noble Wool Club.

This ultra soft and luxuriously finished 2 ply bunch is one of the finest Scabal 

can offer, creating elegant suits with impeccable drape and wearability. Drawing 

upon classic British designs of yesteryear, Glenchecks, overchecks, chevrons and 

contrasting pinstripes can be found in combinations of light blues, navy, grey 

and black.

A healthy selection of gorgeous plains and melanges is also offered, with the full 

spectrum from black, grey and navy to pastel shades of cream and cornflower 

blue. Obsession is one for the true connoisseur, who values expert craftsmanship 

and distinguished heritage.

Super 180’s

Obsession

100% WOOL

240GR .  N°  753331  -  753364

MADE IN ENGLAND

753331

Obsession — N° 753332

753345 753347

753336

753350
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Everything about Scabal’s re-invigorated Rhapsody collection is worthy of its 

epic moniker. Woven in Superfine Merino wool for the ultimate in soft handle 

and elegant drape, this is a bunch for the cultured and colour-loving connoisseur.

The bunch begins with delightfully bright herringbones in primary colours and 

white, which soon develop into a darker variety on black. These are followed 

up with a host of special jacquard inspired cloths and micro-designs. Digitally-

inspired false-houndstooths and subtly contrasted wefts give a textured aesthetic 

in both subtle and eye-popping colours.

This collection is perfect for the modern informal man, who wishes to stay at 

the cutting-edge of cloth design.

Superfine Merino wool

Rhapsody

100% WOOL

260GR .  N°802351  -  802392

280GR .  N°802393 -  802407

802352

802395

802354

802399

802355

802402

EXCLUSIVELY BY SCABAL

Rhapsody — N° 802354
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Named for the iconic destination, Scabal’s St. Tropez is a colourful collection of 

vintage inspired jacketings, inspired by the summer wear of French New Wave 

pioneers and the infamous Jet Set that flocked to the French Riviera in the mid 

20th Century.

With the focus squarely on summer luxury, St Tropez is available in varying 

blends of silk, wool and linen, with 100% linen and natural stretch cotton also 

offered to help beat the heat. In keeping with the retro-aesthetic, every cloth 

given a unique and fetching dry finish that makes garments feel fresh with every 

wear.

The colour palette is drawn from the towns architecture and natural surroundings, 

as mossy greens, wine reds, sea blues and contrasting creams are playfully 

woven into detailed checks and micro-designs. Traditional sea-side stripes in 

pink and blue, as well as light textured plains complete an offering ideal for the 

sophisticated man who wishes to make a summer statement.

Wool – Silk – Cotton – Linen 

St. Tropez

40%WOOL -  35% SILK -  25% L INEN

240GR .  N°802411-802415

55% SILK-25% LINEN-20% WOOL

240GR .  N°802416-802420

100% LINEN

260GR .  N°802421-802427

85% WOOL – 15% SILK

250GR .  N°802428-802430

70% COT TON – 30% POLYAMIDE

250GR .  N°802431-802433

100% WOOL

250GR .  N°802434-802435

100% COT TON

270GR .  N°802436 -  802438

802411

802415

802412 802413

EXCLUSIVELY BY SCABAL

St. Tropez — N° 802416
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Brand new from Scabal this season comes Seersucker, a collection that leads the 

revival of this traditional and much-loved summer cloth.

Woven in 3 cool cotton designs that are as handsome as they are functional, 

this cloth is perfect for a blazer or the shop coat styles that have resurfaced in 

boutiques across the globe. The first cloths of this collection are playful ginghams 

(which you may also know as vichy) in sky blue, sea green and orange, to name 

but a few.

Seersucker’s second selection is depicted in traditional thick stripes and colours, 

including navy and garnet, which gives any garment an on-trend, instant vintage 

aesthetic. Finally, we find chic soft-blends in blue and black that are perfect for a 

relaxed evening setting or more formal garden-party. This collection is essential 

for the man who prefers a vintage or fashionable work-wear inspired aesthetic.

Seersucker

100% COT TON

240GR .  N°802441  -  802451

802441

802446

802442 802445

EXCLUSIVELY BY SCABAL

Seersucker — N° 802441
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Scabal’s classically refined Nobility bunch is composed of only the finest wool 

blended with the softest silk, to create an aristocratic collection of lightweight 

fancy jacketings. Design-led, Nobility contains a veritable host of exquisitely 

handled traditional cloths, each depicted in fresh and eye-catching colours.

Glenchecks, overchecks and gun-club checks are all present in soft, airy pastels 

accented with deeper blues, while houndstooths and micro-designs are richly 

coloured in blue, brown and mustard on monochromatic bases. Candy coloured 

herringbones and a unique boxed pick-and-pick push the envelope even further, 

without sacrificing an ounce of classy distinction. Nobility is a collection tailor-

made for the refined gentleman, who prefers to stay at the front line of sartorial 

design.

Silk and wool

Nobility

55% SILK – 45% WOOL

240GR .  N°852571  -  852596

852572

852590

852574

852591

852575

852594

EXCLUSIVELY BY SCABAL

Nobility — N° 852575
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Scabal’s rejuvenated Mosaic collection will help you put together a stunning 

summer outfit with ease, with each of its Super 130’s wool jacketings woven for 

maximum aesthetic appeal.

Unique amongst bunches, Mosaic’s softly finished offering is composed entirely 

of checks, with overchecks, Gun-club checks and Glen checks available in a 

range of colourful compositions. Blues are predominant, with every shade from 

sky-blue to deep-sea navy represented, but wine red, mossy green and several 

shades of classy grey are also blended in for an attractive variety.

As one of our all-time favourites, this bunch provides enough fancy and refined 

designs to craft a jacket for the man who wishes to stay one-step ahead in style.

Super 130’s

Mosaic 

100% WOOL

240GR .  N°852601 –  852628

852602

852609

852605

852622 852623

EXCLUSIVELY BY SCABAL

Mosaic — N° 852623
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Nothing in this book may be reproduced 

in whole or in part without the written permission of the publisher.

© Scabal S.A.
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